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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0452254A1] The function control device in the back cover of the case of a wrist watch consists principally of a central part (11) of the said
back cover (10), deformable through the action of an external point (12) which establishes a contact between an extension (22) of the magnetic
screen (21) and a track contact (23) of the electronic circuit. Besides improving the appearance of the case, the device according to the invention
making it possible to dispense with the winding crown and with any push-buttons generally visible on the periphery of the case, the device cannot be
actuated unexpectedly since it is necessary to act on a very specific portion of the back cover of the case, this specific portion being located exactly
at the centre of the case back cover, and it is unnecessary to provide it with indexing in rotation. This device is as well suited to cases made from
synthetic material as to those made from metal. There is no need for the presence of any additional component on the movement other than those
already provided for its operation. <IMAGE>
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